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To encourage, promote, assist and educate foster 

and kinship homes to enhance the quality of life for 

children in care.  



Greetings From The Board 

Message From The Executive Director 

The Kinship 

& Foster 

Family 

Network of 

Manitoba is 

looking 

forward to 

days ahead 

when we can 

once again 

travel 

throughout 

Manitoba and 

visit you in 

your 

communities! 
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Just like Marion, I wish to express my thanks to Kinship and Foster Parents in Manitoba. On any given 

day, even in the best of times, the work you do comes with great challenge and reward. This has   

certainly been a year with an extreme level of additional challenge added as we continue to navigate 

the Covid-19 Pandemic. Throughout all of our communications with you this year, whether by survey, 

telephone, email or social media this organization has witnessed you rise to the challenge, find      

creative approaches to continue the work you do, and always put the children's needs first. Truly you 

are amazing human beings who deserve so much more recognition for the skills, knowledge and   

value you bring to the Child Welfare System. 

The work we did as an organization this year was inspired by your perseverance, as it was necessary 

to adapt and evolve all aspects of our programming to continue engaging and supporting you to the 

very best of our ability. This has certainly been the year that necessitated the embracing of           

technology!  

We intend to continue utilizing technology and virtual programming, while finding ways to improve. We 

are looking ahead at how to offer hybrid approaches for example, some sessions that include virtual  

and in person registration options and more. We also recognize that virtual programming has been 

wonderful for many, but does not meet everyone’s needs. We look forward to the end of the          

Pandemic, when we can visit your communities again. We are committed to continuing to evolve and 

adapt to meet Kinship and Foster Parents needs to the very best of our ability.  

We welcomed 2 new staff to our organization this year. Linda Ens has joined as a Community        

Development Worker and Nancy Barbour has joined as Intake Coordinator. They are both wonderful 

and dedicated additions to the team. Our whole team is eagerly looking forward to days ahead when 

we can have regular in person staff meetings, collaboration sessions etc.! The screen hours logged 

this year have been enormous. The planning and work that occurred in the first half of our fiscal year 

resulted in an entire years worth of education opportunities being offered in the second half of the 

year. Amazing work!  

Jennifer Karaim 

Hello to all, 

The past year has been an active one for The Kinship & Foster Family Network of Manitoba as we 

continue to provide services to the Kinship and Foster Parents in Manitoba. We are pleased to    

provide an overview of this busy year with this Annual Report.  

To every Kinship & Foster Parent in Manitoba I want to say there is no word adequate to express 

the value of the work you do for children in care. You are truly amazing! 

To our Peer Support Team and Co-Facilitators, the volunteer hours you put in are so greatly       

appreciated. We could not do this work without you! 

Our Network would not be able to offer these services without the dedication of the Executive       

Director and the amazing staff team. To all of you a huge Thank you! 

To my fellow Board Members - Thank you for your support and dedication to The Network. It has 

been an honor serving as your President. 

Marion Brading  



What Does The Network Offer The Child Welfare System? Our Board of 

Directors, Peer 

Support 

Providers  and 

Co Facilitators 

have volunteered 

approximately 

4545 hours 

this fiscal year! 
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Our organization – At The Kinship & Foster Family Network of Manitoba 
we have the desire for positive change in Child Welfare, and believe it is 
possible if people are committed to work together. 
 
We represent a strong, healthy and engaged working group with many 
and varied voices. Within our Board of Directors and Staff team we are 
collectively: Kinship/Foster Parents, former Youth in Care, Indigenous, 
Non-Indigenous, Metis, Grandmothers, Grandfathers, Parents, Adoptive 
Parents, Adoptees, Social Workers, Curriculum Writers, Trainers, etc. 
 
We believe Kinship & Foster Parents hold critical knowledge that can help 
positively transform the Child Welfare System and should be seen as 
respected members of the professional team surrounding children in care.  

Some of the ways we collect and utilize this critical knowledge are: 

      Our Board of Directors are all currently licensed kinship/foster  
           parents. 
 

We provide training (Introductory, Basic and Advanced Competency 
Based Curriculum). Yearly we evaluate and analyze participant 
feedback and make any necessary changes as required. 

We create Manitoba based training material which reflects kinship or 
foster parenting in Manitoba’s communities. We invite past 
attendees to join us to attend material review sessions to 
critique and strengthen our training. 

Support systems – Our Peer Support Line is where we help people 
navigate the issues they are facing case by case. * Note we do 
not advocate for individual kinship & foster parents, rather we 
empower them with parenting strategies, tools and skills to be 
their own best advocate. 

We hold community forums across the province on current community 
identified topics. At the conclusion of a cycle of forums we 
compile and publish a report of the findings. We do this in a 
manner which respects individual participant’s confidentiality, 
allowing them to participate fully.  

 

TRC Calls to 

Action, specific to 

Child Welfare, 

Education, Justice 

and Culture are 

reflected through 

KFFNM trainings, 

forums, 

information 

sessions and peer 

support program. 



Education Update 
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Peer Support Update 

This year our 

Peer Support 

Team assisted  

126 Kinship & 

Foster Parents 

calls for support. 
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The Peer Support Program Volunteers go above and beyond 7 days a 

week to assist and empower their fellow Kinship & Foster Parents be 

their own best advocates! 

Kinship/Foster Parents 

Peer Support Calls by Agency 



Covid 19 Specific Activities and Supports 
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This fiscal year it became impossible to meet in person with kinship and foster parent groups to provide 

training and supports. KFFNM has developed standardized means and method for training kinship and  

foster parents through group dynamics. During this period, standards for providing all KFFNM established 

and developed training delivery were reviewed and adjusted to suit an online training approach. Training   

sessions were announced and made available commencing in the middle of September.  

KFFNM recognized the unique challenges with connecting kinship and foster parents who were              

experiencing the extraordinary impact during this time period. We focused on a variety of approaches to 

connect, support and chat with care providers within our data base. 

In an effort to reach out and provide support, profiles which contained missing data points were contacted. 

During this reporting period staff reached out, through phone contact and e-mails to 361 kinship and foster 

parents initiating contact to fix missing data points and engage in supportive communication. 

  Survey of Kinship and Foster care providers during early stages of Pandemic. 

During the period of the Covid-19 pandemic The Kinship and Foster Family Network of Manitoba 

distributed 4 surveys to kinship and foster parents to collect their feedback on how they were managing 

during the pandemic. Surveys queried questions (10 in total) which adapted and evolved to reflect the 677 

responses provided over the four surveys.  

The survey responses reflected the evolving changes in guidance and communication kinship and foster 

parents were receiving about key issues such as family visits, respite, support, and financial assistance. 

Another issue which impacted survey responses was the decisions and timing around school closure. By 

the last survey distributed, kinship and 

foster parents’ voices appear less 

uncertain, and more settled into a 

routine in response to clear guidance 

and communication. 

A report was created to provide the 

Child and Family services system with 

information reflecting the voices of 

kinship and foster parents regarding 

their initial experiences over a two-

month period during the Covid 19 

pandemic in Manitoba. 

Recommendations were generated 

through a summary of grouped 

responses and presented concerns, as well as potential steps forward regarding respite, safety, finances, 

home schooling.  

Read the full report here on our website at https://kffnm.ca/covid-19/ 



Financial Information 
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Each year this organization is subject to a financial audit. This process is designed to ensure we are 

operating in a fiscally responsible manner. Below you will find the statement of Revenues and           

Expenditures for 20120/21 as reported in the audited financial statements. If you wish to read the audit 

report in full, it can be accessed on our website under Reports. 



 

90 Terracon Place 

Winnipeg, MB  R2J 4G7 

Phone: 204-940-1280 

E-mail: manfost@kffnm.ca 

Fostering Connections 

Organizational Beliefs 
At The Kinship & Foster Family Network of Manitoba we believe in the: 

Empowerment of Kinship and Foster Parents to be respected  members of the profession-
al team, and we strive to provide training and supports that will assist them in achieving this 
goal. 

Kinship and Foster Care works best when following the Principles of Addition: 

• The birth family always remains at the center of the circle. 

• Always add rather than subtract people from a child’s life. 

• Adding people always expands the circle of support. 

• A kinship or foster family is not the center of the circle but a valuable complementary addition 

Board of Directors 

It is the goal of The Kinship & Foster Family network of Manitoba to maintain a Board of Directors comprised of four members 

from the South, three from the North and two from Winnipeg. To date our Board of Directors is as follows: 

Member Region  Position 

Marion Brading North President 

Marian Paul North Member at Large 

Michelle Bruneau North Member at Large 

Sean Kiely South Treasurer/Secretary 

Jamie Pfau Winnipeg Vice President 

Wanda Gosselin Winnipeg Member at Large 

Staff 

The Kinship & Foster Family Network office is located in Winnipeg, Manitoba. In order to deliver community based             

programming, flexibility in work schedule and provincial travel is a requirement of all staff.  

 
Staff Member Position 

Jennifer Karaim Executive Director 

Terri McNaughton-Wright Education Coordinator 

Brad Wright Curriculum Developer/CDW 

Pat Alphonso-Cox Community Engagement Specialist 

Wendy Gillespie Peer Support Coordinator 

Nancy Barbour Intake Coordinator 

Linda Ens Community Development Worker 


